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Abstract: Thanks to the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union, the requirement of “suf-

fi cient precision and objectivity” became a further cornerstone of the, as of now harmonized, 
notion of work (“Werkbegriff ”). This requirement shall provide for legal certainty of third 
parties as regards to the extent of protected subject matter. The borderline is formed, inter alia, 
by the direct opposite, i.e., abstract matters. The main aim of this contribution is to concretely 
defi ne the abstract (sic!) in copyright law. To achieve this aim the contribution fi rstly shortly 
explains the requirement of “suffi  cient precision and objectivity” as introduced by CJEU. In 
this step the “defi nitions of non-protected subject matter” are to be observed and synthetised 
and thus a picture of “the void” in copyright protection should be formed. As the “abstract-
ness” is mostly encountered in the area of computer programs, this subject matter should be 
regarded the primary focus of the study. Moreover, the patent law deals in extensive matter 
what is not to be protected on the basis of being abstract, i.e., being a “non-invention”. To fi nd 
out these boundaries, EPO conclusions in the area of computer-implemented inventions are 
utilised. In the end, the contribution shall fi nd common regulatory features in these two areas 
of intellectual property law and discuss what conclusions could be theoretically applicable to 
the delimitation of the authorial work and to contribute to the ongoing debate on the scope of 
the protected subject matter in the EU copyright law.

1. Introduction: problem statement and course of the examination
“Ohne Werk kein Urheber und kein Urheberrecht”, i.e., without work no author and no author’s rights – a 
simple maxim coined by Peukert [2023, 60]1 in his seminal author’s rights textbook illuminates the impor-
tance of the precise delimitation of the protected subject matter, i.e., the work. As of now however, the EU 
copyright law has seemingly arrived at a happy place, as the notion of work (“Werkbegriff ”) is an autonomous 
one therefore, all the national peculiarities (such as the requirement of “uniqueness” in Czech Republic2) may 
well rest in the introductory and history parts of the copyright law textbooks. Furthermore, in this happy place 
everything concerning the notion of work has been already cleared and fully interpreted by the Court of Jus-
tice of the European Union (CJEU). The concept is seemingly rather simple, as the standard used previously 
for computer programs, databases and photographs, i.e., the notion of originality is to be applied on works. 
Consequently, to be protected by copyright law as work the subject matter must generally meet two conditions 
cumulatively as formulated by the CJEU.3 Firstly, it must be “original, in the sense that it is the author’s own 
intellectual creation”.4 Secondly, the subject matter must express the author’s own intellectual creation, i.e. 

1 Translations from German to English by the author on the basis of translation by www.deepl.com.
2 See sec. 2 para 1 of the Czech Copyright Act [Act 121/2000 Sb., autorský zákon; no offi  cial translation available].
3 Levola Hengelo, C-310/17, para. 35.
4 Levola Hengelo, C-310/17, para. 36 (referring to Football Association Premier League and Others, C-403/08 and C-429/08, para. 97 

and the case-law cited).
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be an expression of the work.5 The overarching criterion that such an expression must be identifi able with 
suffi  cient precision and objectivity is the latest addition by the CJEU in the Levola Hengelo, Cofemel and 
Brompton Bicycle cases.6 As a result, there are no upstanding legal issues to solve and debate on pages of law 
journals.
Or maybe not.
Namely, the positive defi nition provides only a half of the whole picture – to obtain the full one, the limits and 
outskirts of notion of work must be further debated and searched for. A case in point example is the special 
kind of animal in the copyright ZOO7 – the computer programs, which are, as Goldstein and Hugenholtz 
[2019, 195], “quintessentially utilitarian works”,8 but, nevertheless subject to same regime of protection as 
literary works.9 Furthermore, there is subject matter involved in the computer programs that is suffi  ciently 
precisely and objectively identifi able, but not an expression of a work.10

This paper tries to contribute to the delimitation of non-protected subject matter with special focus on “ab-
stractness” and that also despite the very apt remark by Widła [2023, 16] that “any attempt to pinpoint the 
exact boundary between protected and unprotected elements is perilous”. Firstly, the latest criterion of suf-
fi cient precision and objectivity of the work’s expression and its impact on the scope of protection is shortly 
examined. Next, the negative “void spaces” in the notion of protected work are explored. In the following 
part, the abstract matter exclusion as used under the European Patent Convention and usability for copyright 
law is examined. The last part concludes and with a reference to new cases pending before the CJEU shows, 
that the search is nowhere its end, and that the proverbial abyss is still gazing into the protected subject matter 
by copyright.
Methodologically, the paper could be classifi ed as trying to solve a “micro-legal question” approach [Siems, 
2008, 148–152]. The EU copyright law and patent law as regulated by the European Patent Convention are 
the primarily discussed regulatory framework.

2. Suffi  cient precision and objectivity as the new protectability requirement
The newly adopted criterion of suffi  cient precision and objectivity is an obvious “legal transplant”.11 Origi-
nally, a concept known mainly from the trademark law and originating in the Sieckmann case,12 it now should 
help the third parties concerned (especially the competitors) to “identify, clearly and precisely, the subject 
matter” protected by copyright.13 Consequently, the expression must be “identifi able” [Quintais/Hugenholtz, 
2021, 1194] and thus the authorial works could be understood as “bounded expressive objects that have a 
certain unity and stability of expressive form” [Pila, 2021, 67]. These rather abstract have also a practical 
processual part. Namely, the work must be able to be perceived by others and consequently be accordingly 
manifested during an infringement proceeding and also a part of the lawsuit as evidence [Peukert, 2023, 65]. 
As Quintais and Hugenholtz note [2021, 1200] rather “the process of creating rather than the ensuing act of 
expression that is truly decisive for copyright protection”. However, the creative process and expression are 
inexorably linked as there must be an “attributable connection” between them [Quintais/Hugenholtz, 2021, 
1200].

5 Levola Hengelo, C-310/17, para. 37 (referring to Infopaq International, C-5/08, para. 39; Football Association Premier League and 
Others, C-403/08 and C-429/08, para 159)

6 Levola Hengelo, C-310/17, para. 41; Cofemel, C-683/17, para. 34 and 35; Brompton Bicycle, C-833/18, para. 25.
7 The metaphor of copyright as ZOO where the respective legal institutes are the creatures therein was utilized by H  [1997].
8 This dual nature of computer programs is also confi rmed, e.g., by P  [2023, 76] or J  [2021, 80]
9 This obligation is rooted in Art. 10 TRIPS and Art. 4 WCT.
10 The author would like to thank doc. JUDr. Pavel Koukal, Ph.D. for inception and discussion of this idea.
11 On this concept see, e.g., L  [1997].
12 Sieckmann, C-273/00.
13 Levola Hengelo, C-310/17, para. 36.
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For the area of computer programs this criterion is not that problematic, as for other “non-traditional” works, 
as the computer programs are not ephemeral and are expressed in such stable and expressive form, mainly in 
source code or object code.14 It must be however noted, that the CJEU also decided quite clearly, that graphic 
user interface15 and programming languages, data formats, and functionality16 do not constitute an “expres-
sion” of a computer program as such. In these cases, the CJEU further held further, that these could be pro-
tected as “standard works” under the information society directive, provided that they are original [Bently/
Yin-Harn, 2016, 244–246]. From these decisions Laskowska-Litak [2019, 767] draws a logical counter-con-
clusion regarding the needed form of expression in the case of protectable computer programs. Namely, that 
only such an expression of the computer program is to be protected when its “reproduction would engender 
the reproduction of the computer program itself, thus enabling the computer to perform its task”.17 Building 
upon the work of Laskowska-Litak [2019] it could be thus argued, that only the “functional expressions”, 
i.e., the one realizing the tasks of the computer program, are generally to be regarded as an expression of a 
computer program.
However, there might subject matter be that is very well identifi able but fails to be an expression of a work, 
i.e., where the further requirements set by CJEU are not fulfi lled. The next part focuses exactly on these “void 
spaces”, mainly the non-copyrightable abstract matter.

3. Defi ning the non-protected abstract matters in EU copyright law with focus 
on computer programs

The general rule of thumb of copyright law heeds, that “the more abstract the to-be-protected matter, the 
more likely it is to be regarded as not eligible for copyright protection” [Peukert, 2023, 66].18 The reason 
therefore is, that the monopolisation of the ideas should be prevented [Peukert, 2023, 65; Grützmacher, 2022, 
§ 69a, marg. n. 28] and “broad leeway for further creative activities and room for unimpended development 
of creativity” should be ensured [Blocher/Walter 2010, 102-103].
On the international level this most basic proviso cutting the abstract matter from protection could be found 
in the Art. 9 para. 2 TRIPS, that contains the idea/expression dichotomy principle. Accordingly, only “expres-
sions”, and as Peukert [2023, 65] notes a concrete-personal one (“konkret-persönliche Form”) for that matter, 
and not “ideas, procedures, methods of operation or mathematical concepts as such” shall be protected by 
the parties to TRIPS19. Similarly, the WCT20 contains, in its article 2, basically the same provisions. On the 
union level, the directive on legal protection of computer programs21 expressly denies protectability of “ideas 
and principles underlying any element of the computer program”.22 This delimitation of the abstract matter is 
further explained in recital 11 CPD, “to the extent that logic, algorithms and programming languages com-
prise ideas and principles, those ideas and principles are not protected”. This has been also confi rmed in the 
case law of CJEU.23 The level of abstraction is the decisive criterion, however it might be a rather fl uid one 
[Grützmacher, 2022, § 69a, marg. n. 28]. Of course, this establishment of the demarcation line is however, 

14 Or even hardcoded into the hardware – see recital 7 CPD.
15 Bezpečnostní softwarová asociace, C-393/09, para. 42.
16 SAS Institute, C-406/10, para. 46.
17 Bezpečnostní softwarová asociace, C-393/09, para. 38.
18 Similarily G  [2022, marg. n. 28.].
19 Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (as amended on 23 January 2017), available from https://www.

wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/31bis_trips_01_e.htm.
20 WIPO Copyright Treaty (adopted in Geneva on December 20, 1996), available from: https://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/text/295166.
21 Directive 2009/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the legal protection of computer programs 

(Codifi ed version) further refered to as “CPD“.
22 Recital 11 and article 1 para. 2 CPD. Any element in this context also includes interfaces – on copyright issues within the context of 

interface see M  [2019].
23 Bezpečnostní softwarová asociace, C-393/09, paras. 33 to 35; Top System, C-13/20, para. 36.
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especially in connection with computer programs, extremely important and at the same time very diffi  cult 
to establish [Wiebe et al., 2022, 204]. The copyright law however protects only the concretely expressed 
original24 idea (“Ausdrucksform”; “konkret ausgedrückte Ideen”) and not the concretized mental concepts 
(“concretisierte gedankliche Konzepte”) and not at all abstract ideas [Wiebe et al., 2022, 204]. Consequently, 
the copyright law protects the expression of the specifi c code of a computer program (in any form), however 
“not the abstract functionality (idea, working method), i.e., not the technical problem, that the software is 
solving” [Peukert, 2023, 77; similarly, Wiebe, 2019, marg. n. 21]. This feature of protection is truly para-
doxical and is subject to criticism, as functionality is the true nexus of the economic value of the computer 
program (“wirtschaftlicher Wert”), whereas its achievement is not [Dreier, 2022, marg.n. 2]. This is similarly 
criticized by Blocher/Walter [2010, 104] with the note, that the solution of the informational problem is to be 
regarded as the “most important contribution”. This issue is then extrapolated and illustrated in the context 
of (non)protection of algorithms, that are basically a description of a process/solving of a problem [Blocher/
Walter, 2010, 103; Janssens, 2021, 80]. Being a description on a high level of abstraction [Blocher/Walter, 
2010, 103], these are excluded from copyright protection to the level of comprising ideas and principles – 
however a specifi c expression25 – a “structured solution” to a problem might be protected [Blocher/Walter, 
2010, 104] or “the way in which the algorithms are implemented and assigned to each other” [Grützmacher, 
2022, marg. n. 29]26. The case law of courts of the United States of America provides perhaps the most per-
tinent test, addressing the diff erentiation of abstract/non-abstract elements of the computer program – the so-
called Abstraction-Filtration-Comparison test.27 Wiebe [2019] likens this test to the German “tissue theory” 
(“Gewebetheorie”)28 that focuses on the structure of the program and helps to delimit the respective protected 
and unprotected elements.29

The last part of this contribution before conclusion should focus on the question, whether any conclusions and 
clarifi cations could be drawn in this area from patent law protection of computer-implemented inventions.

4. Excluded abstract matters in patent law
The defi ance to protect the “abstract” (or abstract subject matter) is shared with patent law, especially in the 
area of computer programs.30 To help to defi ne the limits of copyright protection, it seems plausible to also 
investigate this regulatory fi eld, especially vis-à-vis the protection of computer programs by copyright and 
fi nd the common regulatory features.
Generally, the patent law deals in an extensive matter off  what is not to be protected because of being abstract, 
i.e., being a non-invention. Specifi cally, under the Art. 52 of the European Patent Convention,31 to be patent-

24 Originality is also not present in cases, where there is no other way of expressing the (abstract) idea, i.e., where the originality is 
missing, because no space is left for the personality of the author to be manifested [J , 2021, 80].

25 According to B  [2009, 492–493, fn. 15] the algorithms could be expressed “in an almost endless number of varieties”.
26 With reference to BGH, decision of 4. 10. 1990 – I ZR 139/89 (Hamm) – Computerprogramm – Betriebssystem.
27 Computer Associates International v. Altai, 775 F.Supp. 544 (E. D. N. Y. 1991, CR 1992, 462, aff ´d 982 F.2d 693 (2d Cir. 1992); 

Lotus Development Corp. v. Borland International, Inc., 799 F.Supp. 203 (D.Mass. 1992) as cited by W  [2019, marg. n. 22]. For 
example E  [1994] provides a detailed analysis of this test.

28 As introduced in BGH, decision of 4. 10. 1990 – I ZR 139/89 (Hamm) – Computerprogramm – Betriebssystem.
29 W  [2019, marg. n. 22] sums up the test aptly as follows: “At the fi rst stage, diff erent levels of abstraction are diff erentiated, from 

coding to the task of the programme as a whole and determination of a level of the idea. At each level, it is then checked whether the 
expression is determined by the idea, i.e. whether the programmer had any freedom of design. Restrictive factors such as effi  ciency 
and functional constraints, standardisation, compatibility and the general spread of programming techniques are also taken into 
account. In the third stage, as part of the infringement examination, the remaining elements are compared with the infringing pro-
gramme with regard to essential similarities”.

30 The protection regimes of patent law and copyright law (Art. 10 and 27 TRIPS) are not exclusive vis-à-vis computer programs 
(or programs of computers); however they follow a diff erent teleology [see e.g. S /C ].

31 Convention on the Grant of European Patents (European Patent Convention) of 5 October 1973 as revised by the Act revising Artic-
le 63 EPC of 17 December 1991 and the Act revising the EPC of 29 November 2000. Available from: https://www.epo.org/en/legal/
epc/2020/convention.html.
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able an invention must be novel, involve an inventive step and industrially applicable. A precondition is that 
the subject matter is an invention, that is, a technical solution to technical problem by technical means. The 
art. 52 para. 1 EPC then lists abstract or intellectual matters – non-inventions that do not aim for any direct 
technical result [Ehlers/Husband et al., 2023] namely “(a) discoveries, scientifi c theories and mathematical 
methods; (b) aesthetic creations; (c) schemes, rules and methods for performing mental acts, playing games 
or doing business, and programs for computers; (d) presentations of information”. These are excluded how-
ever from protection, if the application or patent relates to such intellectual matters/activities “as such” (art. 
52 para 2 EPC). Therefore, these abstract matters/activities might be still part of a patentable subject matter 
if the basis invention has technical character.32 As noted by Ehlers/Husband et al. [2023] fi nding the bor-
derline between “abstract ideas, considered not patentable, and subject matter having technical character, 
considered patentable” is the cornerstone of the debates of patentability of computer-implemented inven-
tions. Currently, the “two-hurdle” [Ehlers/Husband et al., 2023] approach is used for evaluating, whether an 
invention in the area of computer-implemented inventions is patentable. Firstly, the innovation must be an 
“invention” having a technical character,33 i.e. being a technical solution to a technical problem; secondly, 
the invention must show certain qualities, namely fulfi l the patentability requirements (novelty, inventive step 
and industrial applicability) of which the inventive step is crucial as here, only “those features that make a 
technical contribution” [Ehlers/Husband et al., 2023] are assessed.34 Algorithms as such are not technical, but 
may acquire this needed characteristic due to the interaction with other parts of the claimed invention (such 
as hardware) [Steinbrener/Chandler et al., 2019]. On the basis of the decision T 1173/97-3.5.01 (Computer 
program product/IBM)35 in order to be patentable, or contributing to inventive step (the second hurdle) only 
if it has a “further technical eff ect”, i.e. a “technical eff ect either outside or inside the computer that goes 
beyond the normal interaction between hardware and software that every computer program causes when it 
is being executed” [Steinbrener/Chandler et al., 2019].36

Given the abovementioned needed “form of expression” for computer programs [Laskowska-Litak, 2019], 
it might be broadly suggested, that purely abstract or theoretical concepts37 not passing the fi rst hurdle of the 
computer-implemented invention might be as well automatically excluded from copyrightability, as these 
would be also lacking in the functional expression, despite the fact that the functionality as such is not pro-
tected by copyright law.38 The qualifying the subject matter as passing of the second hurdle, i.e., the technical 
contribution/technical eff ect, however does not help much with identifying the “void spaces”, as this is ex-
actly the area, where the basic teleological diff erences between the two protection regimes start to fundamen-
tally show up, namely, the diff erence between the protection of the (technical) function and its expression.39

5. Conclusions
This contribution tried to enrich the current academical debate focusing on ontology of authorial work. With 
special focus on computer programs, the contribution manifested that in this domain, the criterion of “subjec-
tive precision and objectivity” is not to be regarded as fundamental problem. In comparison, the delimitation 

32 In sum the technical character makes the invention “distinguishable from computer programs as such” [Chetrit, 2020, 94].
33 S /C   ., [2019] mention e.g. the case T 1173/97-3.5.01 (Computer program product/IBM).
34 The so called “COMVIK approach” as laid down in T 641/00-3.5.01 (Two identities/COMVIK).
35 Confi rmed by G 3/08.
36 The EPO lists examples of further technical eff ects in its Guidelines for Examination in the European Patent Offi  ce: https://www.epo.

org/en/legal/guidelines-epc/2023/g_ii_3_6_1.html.
37 See e.g. as noted by S /C   . [2019], T 619/02-3.4.02.; T 914/02-3.4.01; T 388/04-3.5.02; T 930/05-3.5.01; 

T 471/05-3.4.02; T 306/043.5.01 (Scheduling tasks/HONEYWELL) and T 154/04-3.5.01 (Estimating sales activity/DUNS LICENSING 
ASSOCIATES).

38 SAS Institute, C-406/10, para. 46.
39 A patentable CII could be expressed in various forms demonstrating the protected technical solution.
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of what is abstract, is connected with more challenges. As the CJEU demonstrated and confi rmed in the recent 
case law,40 the “legal transplant” method from one branches of intellectual property law to another is per se 
not problematic. Consequently, the contribution proposed to use the patent law as an inspiration when delimit-
ing the “abstract matter” in copyright law.
However, delimiting the computer programs scope of protection is still a an ever-challenging task. In the case 
Sony Computer Entertainment Europe41 referred by the Bundesgerichtshof (Germany), the CJEU will have 
yet another opportunity to add another thread to the complex web of regulation. The case basically focuses 
on the issue, whether the protection reaches as far as to the immutability of variables content that are being 
used by the underlying program in the working memory but changed by another independent program – fac-
tually, the case concerns a “cheating software” that enables its user to circumvent the in-game limitations in 
the gameplay.42 As result, the CJEU will have to specify what exactly is to be subsumed under the scope of 
protection of a computer program.
Another further enriching development might be the decision of the CJEU in the upcoming Mio and 
Others case,43 where the CJEU is asked to clarify, inter alia, “how should the examination be carried out – 
and which factors must or should be taken into account – in the question of whether the subject-matter refl ects 
the author’s personality by giving expression to his or her free and creative choices” and thus to shed light on 
the assessment of the creative process. Indeed, by giving answer to this question, the CJEU would necessarily 
need to linger upon the issues, what is not a part of the creative process and/or what cannot enter into it and 
thus also paint the negative side of the originality issue, and also delimiting what is too abstract.
Therefore, the academics and practitioners can still look forward to judicative activity of the CJEU to bring 
more “suffi  cient precision” in what is actually protected subject matter in the EU copyright law.
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